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Sun Myung Moon
January 23, 2011
Cheon Jeong Gung

Note: These notes are taken from a Peace TV video clip and the web page Unificationism. They cannot be
published as definitive texts and should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s
words.

Mrs. McDevitt read Father’s speech in 1966, titled “What We Need To Do During 7-Year Course.” The following are
some of Father’s words at the meeting.

“Those who loved me had bad ending of their life since they ended up trying to use me. Try to find if such people can
remain on earth. You too, Sun Jo Hwang, if you seek for your own benefit, (Heaven) will take you to the spirit world.
(Mentioning the names of those who were in the front seats) Jun Ho Seok, Bong Tae Kim, Jong No Yoo, and Hyo
Yul (Dr. Peter Kim) too. Be careful. Among our leaders, there is nobody who is not sick. If you check it you will know
it. I feel scary about it, and Heaven will take (those who are self-centered) to the spirit world. Check those who were
against our church and find out how they and their descendants are now. Many religious leaders make money using
religion and there is nobody who volunteers to sacrifice themselves. Heaven will eradicate such people.”

“Here I have the lyrics to a Japanese song called Fight Song for God’s Will. Japanese members like this song. If
they broadcast this song three times a day, there will be a revolution in Japan. (Reading the lyrics) These are
amazing lyrics. I included this in our Holy Songs and in the future people in all 387 countries (Cain UN nations 194
+ Abel UN nations 193 countries) must sing this song. When I go to your country and tell you to sing this song, you
must sing the song in Japanese. When I tell you to sing it in Korean or English, you must do so in Korean or
English.”

(Showing a copy of his calligraphy which is hung on the wall of the Cheon Hwa Gung in Las Vegas)

“Nobody can interpret this. Even the spiritualists cannot do it.”

(Holding a file of his speech “Proclamation of the Firm Establishment of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth, and
Humankind and the Substantial Words of God”)

“Do you know how many pages this has? It has 51 pages, and the speech contains my whole life. I think that by now
1,700 speech books of mine have been published.”

Later Dr. Peter Kim made a report on our movement in Nepal. According to him, Hon. Ek. Nath, a congress person
as well as the national leader of FFWPU and the leader of the Family Party has been giving lectures on the Original
Divine Principle through the national broadcasting company and he will continue it until Jan. 13, 2013. The statistics
say 1 million people in Nepal as well as people in 20 neighboring nations watch it, and the company reruns it every
evening. In the program, they announced to have the principle test (7-day workshop-level) and more than 7,000
people got through it. FFWPU are planning a variety of activities with those people.

Hon. Ek Nath, who is now considered as a strongest candidate for prime minister, organized 400 locations where
they give Divine Principle lectures everyday. He is also planning to have Hoon Dok Hae at 6:00 a.m. every Sunday
aiming at all 30 million people in Nepal by using the national broadcasting company as well as other three
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broadcasting companies. Hon. Ek Nath is the only congress person from the Family Party but because of his
lecture, more than 100,000 people signed up for the party as of now. The party established its organization in 57 out
of 75 electoral districts, and its realistic goal is to become the first country in establishing Cheon Il Guk in the world.
Dr. Peter Kim emphasized it was the power of the principle that can change people.
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